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Hi.

















There’s a saint
for everything.



Saint
CHRISTOPHER



Saint FRANCIS



Saint JUDE



Saint MALO



Saint ROCH



Saint
JOSEPH 

of Cupertino



Saint
CASSIAN
of Imola



Saint
PHILIP NERI



The patron saint
of B2B marketers?



Saint FRED
of Pittsburgh



He simplified 
the complex.



He perfected
the factory tour.



He was a 
master of 
persuasion.



Hi.





Saint FRED
of Pittsburgh





Keep your sense
of wonder.1









“It is only with the 
heart that one can 
see rightly; what is 
essential is invisible 
to the eye.”































Visit your 
production floor 
neighbors.



How does my 
company make
the world work 

better?



Keep your sense
of wonder.1



Find the people 
behind the machine.2

















“The space between the 
television set and the 
viewer is holy ground.” 



Fridays



your 
Correct

Fridays



Find the people 
behind the machine.2



Listen closely.3



15 letters per day

4,000 letters per year



15 letters per day
4,000 letters per year











Qualitative research
=

Quality time



Listen closely.3



Exercise simplicity.4













B2B can be 
SCARY-complex.



It’s our job to ease 
peoples’ minds, 
not burden them with 
more complexity.



(not actual cover)



1. 

State the idea 
you wish to express as 

clearly as possible, and in 
terms preschoolers can 

understand.

“It is 
dangerous
to play in

the street.“



2.

Rephrase in a 
positive manner.

“It is good 
to play where 

it is safe.”



3.

Rephrase the idea, 
bearing in mind that 

preschoolers cannot yet 
make subtle distinctions and 

need to be redirected to 
authorities they trust.

“Ask your 
parents where it 
is safe to play.”













Dear Ryan,

Your recommendation regarding announcing the product 
launch via midnight text message blast was discussed by 
our social media team. Concern was expressed by a 
number of individuals. An alternative proposition was 
suggested by Karen, and I am confident that you will find 
this recommendation to your liking.

We can discuss this in greater detail at the next meeting of 
our team.

Pam Beesly
Director of Marketing

The Michael Scott Paper Company | Phone: 717-393-
3831 | Fax: 717-393-1403
Facebook | LinkedIn | Twitter | E-newsletter

http://www.facebook.com/GodfreyB2B
http://www.linkedin.com/company/godfrey
http://www.twitter.com/GodfreyB2B
http://www.godfrey.com/subscribe


Dear Ryan,

Our social media team just discussed your midnight text 
idea. We had a few concerns. But Karen thought of an 
alternative that I think you’re going to love.

Let’s discuss at tomorrow’s huddle.

Pam Beesly
Director of Marketing

The Michael Scott Paper Company | Phone: 717-393-
3831 | Fax: 717-393-1403
Facebook | LinkedIn | Twitter | E-newsletter

http://www.facebook.com/GodfreyB2B
http://www.linkedin.com/company/godfrey
http://www.twitter.com/GodfreyB2B
http://www.godfrey.com/subscribe








Exercise simplicity.4



Be your honest self.5











B2B makes 
the world 
work better.





Put your honesty
to work.



“How can I be
more truthful

with my
customer?” 



more candid
“How can I be

with my
coworker?” 



“How can I use
Transparency

like a 
superpower?” 



“The greatest gift 
you ever give is 
your honest self.”



We are lucky
to work in B2B.



B2B is lucky 
to have you.



Be your honest self.5





Keep your sense of wonder.1



Keep your sense of wonder.1

Find the people.2



Keep your sense of wonder.1

Find the people.2

Listen closely.3



Keep your sense of wonder.1

Find the people.2

Listen closely.3

Exercise simplicity.4



Keep your sense of wonder.1

Find the people.2

Listen closely.3

Exercise simplicity.4

Be your honest self.5



It's such a good feeling / A 
very good feeling / The feeling 
you know / That I'll be back, 
When the day is new / And I'll 
have more ideas for you, And 
you'll have things you'll want 
to talk about / I will too



Bye.



Ask us anything at the Post-Presentation Huddle!

@Cliff_Lewis @CapnSkot

www.godfrey.com/#mpb2b


